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Training Concepts and Activities of SADAT Defense

Depending on requests, SADAT Defense has ability to perform the basic
and advanced trainings and orientation Programs effectively with the
training teams composed from professionals chosen from a large circle of
reserves at all fields of Armed Forces of Friendly Countries in their own
territories.

SADAT Defense has an archive of documentations which includes of
training plans, schedules, instructors books and trainees books to open
and implement any courses for all branches and units for the armed forces
of countries all around the world and updates and upgrades this archive in
accordance with the new Technologies and developments and also keeps
ready to anytime use by Professional Teams of SADAT Defense
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Training Concepts and Activities of SADAT Defense
SADAT Defense’s portfolio of trainers (instructors) is composed of young
and experienced professionals who have special skills and capabilities on
their subjects of expertise. Depending on the needs, SADAT Defense has
possibility to expand the reserve of trainers as well.
SADAT Defense recognizes that possessing and holding of well-trained
persons as reserves qualified enough to respond all faces of a war
contributes to national defense as much as that possessing technological
and physical defensive instruments at least and also minds and cares the
importance of trainings and courses for individuals, small troops and
special forces.
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Training Concepts and Activities of SADAT Defense
The significant courses of SADAT Defense to improve individual skills are;
1. General Training Programs
a. Individual Combat Training and Small Unit Tactics
b. Special Forces Basic Course
c. Special Forces Advanced Course
d. Aviator/Aviation Courses
2. Module Training Programs
a. Training Modules for Land Forces
1. Land Operations Training Program
2. Sniper/Sharpshooter Training Program
3. Special Task Shooter Training Program
4. Protection Training Program
5. Advanced Demolition Training Program
6. Unconventional Warfare Training Program
7. Urban Warfare Operation Training Program
8. Individual Combat Training and Close Quarter Battle Course
9. Artillery Forward Observer Training Courses
10. Armoured Vehicle Destruction and Hunting Training Program
b. Training Modules for Navy Forces
1. Sea Operations Training Program
2. Frogman Basic Training Program
c. Training Modules for Air Forces
1. Air Operations Training Program
2. Helicopter Pilots Training Program
d. Training Modules for Interior Security
1. Border Security Stations Training Program
2. Basic Police Special Operation Training Program
3. Urban Warfare Operation Training Program
Please visit for more details http://goo.gl/DLpJ4 or just use the QR code
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Land Operation Training Programs

Initial Requirements for Courses
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below;
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the land operations training Programs.
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Land Operation Training Programs
Training Subjects
During the Land Operations courses, all of the drills taught to trainees are
practiced in terrain by professional trainers with the special equipment
supplied for every individual trainee. The main subjects taught to trainees
are as below;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Physical Fitness and Toughness Training
First Aid
Shooting Drills
Marching Formations and Patrolling
Ambush
Reconnaissance and Intelligence
Evasion and Survival
Close Quarter Combats
Search and Rescue
Refugee Evacuations
Raid and Sabotage
Aircraft and Helicopter Directing

Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course
At the end of the Courses, trainees showing the qualifications of;
1.

Orientation to assignments in all units from smallest to highest in
army organizations
2. Ability to apply First Aid Procedures
3. Knowledge of firearms and highest performance at using arms
effectively
4. Applications of team marching formations in terrain
5. Knowledge and application of ambush types against troops,
convoys and regions
6. Ability to escape alone from enemy field and survive
7. Ability to search, save and rescue from enemy or friendly areas of
combat
8. Knowledge and applications of sabotage techniques
9. Ability to infiltrate into the enemy lines and direct the attack
helicopters, aircrafts, bombers or other subjects of friendly forces
to help assaults
10. Ability to identify communication means in combat and operate
effectively
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Land Operation Training Programs
11. Ability to capture, hunt or destruct the strategic objects of enemy
such as tanks, aircrafts etc
are awarded with “Certificate of Land Operations Expert” …

Duration of Course:
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 16
weeks in total
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Sniper / Sharpshooter Training Programs

Initial Requirements for Courses
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below;
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the sniper / sharpshooter training Programs.
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Sniper / Sharpshooter Training Programs
Training Subjects
During the Sniper / Sharpshooter Training Courses, all of the drills, taught
to trainees, are practiced in terrain by professional trainers with the special
equipment supplied for every individual trainee and instruments such as
helicopters, boats, electronic simulation systems and first aid simulation
systems are used. The main subjects taught to trainees are as below;
1. Physical Fitness and Toughness Training
2. Basic Shooting Techniques
3. Advanced Shooting Techniques
4. Reconnaissance and Intelligence
5. Communications
6. Evasion and Survival
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Sniper / Sharpshooter Training Programs
Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Courses
At the end of the course, candidates showing the qualifications of;
1. Knowing their weapons in depth and shooting with the highest
accuracy,
2. Knowing the sniper rifles used in the armies of other countries,
3. Knowing and implementing the first aid practices,
4. Surviving during and after the missions in the enemy zone under
challenging conditions,
The trainees successfully passing the tests and evaluations to be held at
the end of the training, are awarded with a Sniper certificate, stating the
completion of course his success status.

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 8
weeks in total
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)

As an element of today’s Asymmetrical War, it is possible to cause a
massive impact on the enemy by using the dual Sniper teams. Within the
scope of intense struggle between Turkish Armed Forces and terrorist
organizations, using the sniper teams proves the significance of its power.
The personnel with the ability to shoot accurately and effectively are
categorized under three groups:
a. Shooter: This is the person who has the ability to shoot with high
accuracy in every kind of environment, without using any additional
tool, by combining the structural characteristics of the weapon,
shooting techniques and principles with personal abilities.
b. Sharp-Shooter: This is the person having the talent and ability to
make accurate shoots in a distance about 600 meters with a special
rifle equipped with optical tools (weapon sight, wind gauge, etc.)
c. Special Task Shooter – Special Sniper: The person with the talent
and ability to have very high accuracy in shooting (99%) by using all
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)
the camouflage techniques, within the enemy perimeter when
required, under any weather conditions, with a custom rifle, having
the ability to make accurate shoots in a distance of 600 meters and
more, equipped with weapon sights and shooting computers with
more advanced features. They carry out missions as a dual team
with a sniper assistant.

The Special Task Shooter (Special Sniper) is a professional shooting
expert having the required technical background, physical endurance and
a strong psychology. The Special Task Shooter (Special Sniper) has the
ability to make successful shoots based on the distance, scale, location,
temporary nature conditions on targets which cannot be stricken by the
sharp shooter.
The faction with a Sniper achieves potential superiority on the enemy with
a “force multiplier” factor, which has the ability to seal the fate of war.
He has to have all the abilities to survive for a long time while engaging in
the combat zone and behind the contact line, as well as having the ability
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)
to implement all concealment and camouflage techniques. The sniper
assistant is trained under the same conditions.
The trainings of a sniper must be repeated until the foregoing abilities are
intensified and the required experience is gained; both the psychological
and physical abilities are to be maintained always on a maximized level.

SNIPER TRAINING
Where the candidate trainees and personnel, elected among the gunners
and sharp shooters, show success in the tests and evaluation processes,
they are accepted to the Sniper Training.

Qualification Criteria for Attending the Course
a. Knowing the general military rules and techniques,
b. Completing the track of 7200 meters under 52 minutes, with a 20kg rucksack
c. Having 80% accuracy rate in the pistol and infantry rifle shoots
(Having the accuracy of a sharp shooter)
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)

Training Subjects
Sniper Training is provided by professional trainers with custom
equipment and entrenching tools assigned specific to each trainee in
the field, after providing the basic information in line with the simulated
military operations carried out within the framework of the completed
training program, in order to get the trainees experienced and able.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Combat physical education and condition
Basic shooting techniques
Advanced shooting techniques
Special reconnaissance & intelligence
Correspondence
Concealment and camouflage
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)
g. Survival
h. Evasion and Escape

Abilities to Be Gained After the Training
The following skills of the trainees are improved by using various
weapons, helicopter, boat, electronic simulation kit, first aid simulation
kit, etc. during the Sniper Trainings:
a. Knowing their weapons in depth and shooting with the highest
accuracy,
b. Knowing the sniper rifles used in the armies of other countries,
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Special Task Shooter (Top Level Sniper)
c. Knowing and implementing the first aid practices,
d. Surviving during and after the missions in the enemy zone under
challenging conditions,
e. Making direct-hit shoots by choosing the target from long
distances (up to 1800 meters with the respective weapon and
additional technical equipment),
The foregoing abilities and skills of the trainee are improved. The
trainees successfully passing the tests and evaluations to be held at
the end of the training, are awarded with a Sniper certificate, stating
the completion of course his success status.

Training Period
Sniper trainings comprise of a 12-week program, as theoretical training,
simulation trainings and shooting tasks.
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Security Courses Training Program

Initial Requirements for Courses:
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below;
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
4. 150 Meters FreeStyle Swim in 6 minutes or less
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the Protection Course Training Programs.
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Security Courses Training Program
Training Subjects
With the usage of instruments such as various arms / weapons, boats,
electronic simulation systems and first aid simulation systems, Protection
Course Training Program includes
1. Physical Fitness and Toughness Training
2. First Aid
3. VIP Protection
4. Vehicle Protection
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Security Courses Training Program
Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course
At the end of the course, candidates showing the qualifications of;
1. Basic Protection Techniques
2. Person, Building, Vehicle and Region Protection Techniques
3. First Aid Techniques
4. Assassination Techniques
are awarded with the “Certificate of Protections Expert” ...

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 4
weeks in total
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Advanced Demolition Training Program

Initial Requirements for Courses
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below:
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
4. 150 Meters FreeStyle Swim in 6 minutes or less
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the Advanced Demolition Training Programs.
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Advanced Demolition Training Program
Training Subjects
During the Course Program, trainings are practiced in different types of
terrains such as forests, rocky areas or mountainous regions by
professionals and course program includes:
1. Advanced Demolition Techniques,
2. Handmade Explosives
3. Vehicle Destruction
4. Building Destruction
5. Mines
6. Bomb Disposal
7. Underwater Demolitions
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Advanced Demolition Training Program
Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Courses
At the end of the course, candidates showing the qualifications of:
1. Basic Demolition Techniques
2. Advanced Demolition Techniques
3. First Aid Techniques
4. Vehicle and Building Destruction
5. Bomb Disposal Techniques
6. Bomb Making Skills
are awarded with the “Certificate of Demolitions Expert”.

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 8
weeks in total
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Unconventional Warfare Training Program

SADAT Defense provides trainings of ambush, raid, road cutting / closing,
destruction, sabotage, Rescue / Abduction Operations and “Counter
Tactics and Techniques” to above for Unconventional Warfare
Organizations and related components for the Need of National Defense
Preparations of a country.

Initial Requirements for Courses:
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below:
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
4. 150 Meters FreeStyle Swim in 6 minutes or less
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the Unconventional Warfare Training Programs.
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Unconventional Warfare Training Program
Training Subjects:
With the usage of instruments such as various arms / weapons, boats,
electronic simulation systems, first aid simulation systems sea mines,
Unconventional Warfare Training Program includes
1. Organizing National Unconventional Warfare (UW) Components
2. Intelligence
3. Resistance and Insurgency
4. Guerilla Operations
5. Rescue and Evasion Operations
6. Special Forces Operations
7. Insidious Waterborne Operations
8. Airborne Operations
9. Psychological Warfare
10. Communications and Communications Safety Procedures
11. Logistics
12. Counter UW Operations
13. Leadership in UW
14. First Aid in UW

Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course:
At the end of the course, candidates showing qualifications to;
1. Sabotage
2. Raid
3. Ambush
4. Demolish
5. Assassinate
6. Rescue and Evade
7. Insurgent
8. Abduct
are awarded with “Certificate of Unconventional Warfare Course
Completion”

Duration of Course:
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 16
weeks in total
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Unconventional Warfare Training Program
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Urban Warfare Operations Training Program

Course Initial Proficiency Criteria
To be able to follow the course, the trainees must have passed some training
sessions and gained specific skills as a result of these trainings. These as a
minimum;
1. Knowing basic military service rules and techniques,
2. Completing the 7200 meters distance with a 20kg backpack in under 52
minutes,
3. Providing 60% success with pistol and infantry rifle shooting.
Trainees who successfully passed the test and evaluations that will be done, are
accepted in Urban Warfare Operations Training.
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Urban Warfare Operations Training Program

Training Topics
In the Urban Warfare Operations course; after providing basic information, in the
land environment, allocated map with handhold binoculars and fortifications,
assigned by trained trainers for each trainee, training is given in the following
main topics by making them talented in request and adjustment of fire, in drones
and simulation devices.
1. Leadership training,
2. Convergent system training,
3. Communication in the populated Locale,
4. Reading Map/Sketch,
5. Drone Usage,
6. Photo and video evaluation techniques,
7. Distance estimation, target detection and description methods,
8. Camouflage and concealment,
9. Destruction,
10.Trapping and avoiding traps methods,
11.Team operations in the populated locale and building,
12.First aid
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Urban Warfare Operations Training Program

Capabilities to be earned at the End of the Course
At the end of the Urban Warfare Operations Training, the trainees are gained the
following ability and capability.
1. Operating techniques in the Populated Locale,
2. Target identification and evaluation from the photo and video,
3. Trapping the Building and techniques to escape from the trapped region,
4. Support routing of helicopter and mortar,
Those who successfully passed the test and evaluations that will be done, are
given a Certificate of Populated Locale Operations Training.
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Urban Warfare Operations Training Program

Course Duration
The Urban Warfare Operations Course training consists of a total of 45 days
program in theoretical, practical, and simulation training.
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Advanced Combat Training Programs

Initial Requirements for Courses
Candidates must have successfully completed some major trainings
before and gained the skills listed below;
1. Knowledge of Basic Military Rules and Techniques
2. 7200 meters run with 20 kg backpack in 52 minutes or less
3. %60 + achievement on rifle and pistol shootings
Candidates showing success during tests of above requirements are
accepted into the Advanced Individual Combat Training Programs.
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Advanced Combat Training Programs
Training Subjects
During the Advanced Individual Combat Trainings, all of the drills taught
to trainees are practiced in terrain by professional trainers with the special
equipment supplied for every individual trainee. The main subjects taught
to trainees are as below;
1. Close-Order Drill
2. Weapons Mechanics Course and Shooting Training
3. Intelligence
4. Protection from direct or indirect enemy fires
5. Survival –Evasion, Recovery Techniques (Basic)
6. Assault tactics and techniques under enemy fire
7. Judging Distance
8. Land Navigation, Map Survey, Target Identification Procedures,
Navigation with Compass
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Advanced Combat Training Programs
Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course
At the end of the course, candidates showing qualifications of;
1. Put the map in direction and ready symbols
2. Quick Introduction of a Target in terrain
3. Course of Action in Engagements
4. Survival Procedures
are awarded with the “Certificate of Individual Combat Expert” …

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 4
weeks in total
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Artillery Forward Observer Training Program

Initial Requirements for Courses
In order to be accepted the Artillery Forward Observer Courses,
Candidates must have successfully completed the;
1. Physical Fitness and Battle Drill Trainings
2. Individual Combat Trainings
3. Course of Communications Skills with Military Communication Devices
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Artillery Forward Observer Training Program

Training Subjects
During the Artillery Forward Observer Trainings, Fire Request and
Correction Skills taught to trainees are practiced in terrain by professional
trainers with the instruments such as maps, binoculars and military folding
shovels supplied for every individual trainee The main subjects taught to
trainees are as below;
1. Map Study and Map Reading
2. Binoculars
3. Judging Distance, Target Identification and Introduction
4. Camouflage and Concealment
5. Fire Request and Directing Procedures and Techniques
6. Components of Fire Requests

Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course
At the end of the course, candidates showing qualifications of;
1. Put the map in direction and ready symbols
2. Quick Introduction of a Target in terrain
3. Terrain Validation skills, Preparing Hasty Sites for Observation,
Application of Camouflage and Concealment Techniques
4. Fire Request and Directing Procedures in Time Standard
are awarded with “Certificate of Artillery Forward Observer” …

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 2
days in total
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Tank / Armored Vehicle Hunting Training Program

Initial Requirements for Courses
In order to be accepted the Armored Vehicle Destruction and Hunting
Courses, Candidates must have successfully completed the;
1. Physical Fitness and Battle Drill Trainings
2. Individual Combat Trainings
3. Small Unit Tactics and Techniques Trainings
4. Antitank and Infantry Weapons Trainings
5. Tank Crew Trainings

Training Subjects
The Aim of the Course is to encourage candidates to orientate armored
vehicles, especially the tanks by teaching them how to use antitank
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Tank / Armored Vehicle Hunting Training Program
weapons like rifle-grenades, Rocket Launchers, Light Antitank Weapons
(LAW), Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPG-7 etc), Flame Guns, Smoke
Guns, Chemical Weapons, Handmade Destructive Materials, Smoke
Cans, Molotov Cocktails and other obstacles to hunt or how to capture
them. The main subjects of these trainings are as below;
1. Knowledge of enemy armoured vehicles and their weak points
2. Separating Infantry from Tanks and forcing tank crew to lock covers
3. How to get in / off Tanks
4. Trench construction
5. How to use Anti tank weapons
6. How to use Flame Guns
7. How to use explosives against tanks
8. How to construct obstacles against tanks
9. Defensive Operations in Urban areas
10. How to capture a tank
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Tank / Armored Vehicle Hunting Training Program
Skills to Be Gained at The End of The Course
At the end of the course, candidates showing qualifications of;
1. Ambushing Tanks and Capturing
2. Stopping Tanks and Destructing
3. Burning a Tank to Destruct
4. Tactics and Techniques to separate infantry from tanks
5. Techniques to enforce enemy tanks crew to stay in tank and lock
are awarded with the “Certificate of Armoured Vehicles Destruction and
Hunting Course”

Duration of Course
Trainings including theoretical trainings, practices and simulations last 3
days in total
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